RJ ARRAW Marine Collection –
Sport Chronographs for All
Seasons
The highly respected RJ watch brand was founded in 2004, then
re-launched in 2018 under the creative direction of CEO Marco
Tedeschi. RJ brings a distinctive design to every wrist with
the stunning ARRAW Marine chronograph collection. It’s an
impressive luxury watch collection!
The ARRAW Marine chronograph is a 10-piece limited edition
series. It’s the perfect chronograph for all seasons, offering
both men and women sophisticated form and function to
complement an active lifestyle. RJ proudly manufactures its
own in-house movements at the brand’s headquarters, RJ Studio,
based out of Geneva, Switzerland.
RJ has balanced striking form with impressive functionality in
the ARRAW Marine. These incredible timepieces demonstrate the
independent watchmaker’s excellence in the art and craft of
horology. They are executed in a stand-out style inspired by
the marine world.
The ARRAW Marine’s iconic design is instantly recognizable
thanks to its four RJ Bumpers. These rubber bumpers punctuate
the models’ 42 mm or 45 mm satin-brushed cases. These are
available in collectors’ choice of 18 karat red gold,
titanium, two-tone red gold and titanium, or black ceramic.
The rubber motif carries through to the coordinated white or
black rubber accents on the screw-down crown and push buttons.
The RJ Bumpers also draw the eye inward to admire the ARRAW
Marine’s sun-brushed, galvanized, and gradient-painted dial.
Transparent lacquer emphasizes each dial’s dimensional effect,
encased within a domed anti-reflective sapphire crystal.

Bold detailing brings each element of the
focus. From the hands to the chronograph
include a small seconds counter at 3 o’clock
counter at 9 o’clock. Plus find a 12 hours
window at 6 o’clock.
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Indexes, numerals, counters, and hands are uniformly plated in
red gold or rhodium-plated. The finish is with a satin-brushed
texture and enhanced with white SuperLuminova. The resulting
visual impression is both cohesive and highly legible.
The bezels of select ARRAW Marine timepieces have been set
with round brilliant or baguette cut diamonds. While the
surfaces of a few special models have been fully paved with
diamonds, from the bezel to the case. The sparkling diamond
set ARRAW Marine models feature anywhere from 1.5 total carats
in diamond weight to over 5 carats total.
The self-winding chronograph offers up to 42 hours of power
reserve. A screw-down crown protects the movement from the
elements, reinforcing the water-resistance of the ARRAW Marine
up to 330 feet. RJ has also equipped the ARRAW Marine with a
clever interchangeable ARRAW rubber strap. Users can easily
swap out other RJ strap colors and styles as they please, with
no tools required.
RJ has made its own mark on modern watchmaking with its
Collaboration watch series. Their watch designs draw
inspiration from icons of pop culture, from superheroes of DC
Comics or Marvel like Batman and Spider-Man. Even beloved
video game characters like Super Mario Bros., Space Invaders™,
or Pac-Man™.
RJ also designs and produces recognizable, ambitious, and
culturally relevant luxury Swiss watches. RJ ARRAW, the
brand’s core collection for men and women, is distinguishable
by its RJ Bumpers™ and ingenious interchangeable strap system.
In addition, RJ has brought history-making material to the

wrist with its DNA Concept watches. They use steel from the
Titanic, genuine moon dust, or remnants from the Apollo 11
spacecraft. Of course, it first landed man on the moon in
1969.
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